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What we talk about today

COVID-19 update 
Monkeypox update
 The “antigenic sin”
Why vaccines may fail
Natural course of COVID19
Rate of “hybrid” protection against COVID BA.5
 Tools to fight COVID: optimal timing
 Fighting COVID with NPIs: masks and surface coating
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https://ourworldindata.org/monkeypox
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„Antigenic original sin“ 

Your first brush with coronavirus could affect how a fall booster works - The Washington Post

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2022/08/22/coronavirus-immune-response-boosters/
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Why vaccines may fail

 Strain „Match“ 

 Higher virulence

 Higher rate of transmission

 Higher colonizing abilities

To date, no COVID19 vaccine can eliminate SARS-CoV2. 
The goal is to control the disease using repeated boosters.

The Microbe Type of Exposure The Host The vaccine

Adapted from:  Vaccitutor chapter 5 - Immunity and Protection – Basic Considerations (vaccitutor.com)

 Direct inoculation

 Infectious pressure
 Genetic background

 Underlying diseases / 
treatments

 Functional status of the 
immune system

 Vaccine type/platform

 Antigen dose

 Antigen-epitope

 Route of administration

 Ability to reduce colonization

 Ability to eliminate or just 
control

 Duration of protection

https://vaccitutor.com/course/view.php?id=85


id-ea.orgOnset and window of SARS-CoV-2 infectiousness and temporal correlation with symptom onset: a prospective, longitudinal, community cohort study - The Lancet Respiratory Medicine

Infectiousness of 
SARS-CoV2:  
correlation with 
clinical symptoms

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanres/article/PIIS2213-2600(22)00226-0/fulltext
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Portugal: Protection against BA.5 provided by vaccination 
followed by SARS-CoV2-infection

Malato et al., NEJM 2022; DOI: 10.1056/NEJMc2209479
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Important to use the RIGHT tools at the RIGHT time 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanres/article/PIIS2213-2600(22)00226-0/fulltext
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Adding rubber bands to surgical masks 

A simple surgical mask modification to pass N95 respirator-equivalent fit testing standards during the COVID-19 pandemic | PLOS ONE

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0272834
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Surfaces with 
disinfectant 
surface activity 
coating

Surfaces with instant and persistent antimicrobial efficacy against bacteria and SARS-CoV-2 (cell.com)

https://www.cell.com/matter/pdf/S2590-2385(22)00475-1.pdf
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